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CHAPTER 1
THE KILLING FIELDS

There are mostly women in housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put
Virgil out years ago, in the middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was
left. When a home is emptied out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to
put it all back together again. They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around
buildings, across plazas, directed to addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of
your voucher. The main housing office can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be
notarized. Women who worked all kinds of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women
like momma, Audrey thought, who would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters
or glass windows, filling out paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
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“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
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chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
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from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
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would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
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about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either.

There are mostly women in housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put
Virgil out years ago, in the middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was
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left. When a home is emptied out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to
put it all back together again. They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around
buildings, across plazas, directed to addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of
your voucher. The main housing office can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be
notarized. Women who worked all kinds of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women
like momma, Audrey thought, who would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters
or glass windows, filling out paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
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“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
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Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
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like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
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When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
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to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
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would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
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about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
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They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
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She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
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Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
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to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
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Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
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Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
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When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
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to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
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would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
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about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
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They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
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She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
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Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
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to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
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Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
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Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
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When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
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to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
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would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
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about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
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They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
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She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
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Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
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to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
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Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
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Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
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When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
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to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
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would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
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about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
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They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
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She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
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Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
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to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
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Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
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Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
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When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
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to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
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would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
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about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
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They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
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She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
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Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
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to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
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Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
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Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
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When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
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to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
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would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
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about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
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They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
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She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
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Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
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to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
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Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
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Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
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When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
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to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
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would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
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about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
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They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
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She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
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Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
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to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
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Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
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Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
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When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
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to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
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would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
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about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
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They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
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She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
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Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
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to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
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Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
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Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
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When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
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to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
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would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
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about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
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They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
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She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
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Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
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to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
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Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
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Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
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When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
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to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
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She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer. He didn’t say much when he was alive either. There are mostly women in
housing court. It’s not like men don’t get put out — she had put Virgil out years ago, in the
middle of night, and that was her husband. This was just who was left. When a home is emptied
out, usually the men take what they can and the women are left to put it all back together again.
They were old and young, exhausted, often bounced around buildings, across plazas, directed to
addresses across town. You need to go here for a copy of your voucher. The main housing office
can verify your proof of address. This form needs to be notarized. Women who worked all kinds
of hours to keep a roof over somebody head. Women like momma, Audrey thought, who
would’ve spent a lifetime in waiting rooms, behind counters or glass windows, filling out
paperwork — all to keep it together.
The central air nipped at the tender parts of her arms, the pinch of flesh above the elbow. The
judge listened to the statements her landlord made. Audrey, who was sixty-three this October,
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was fed up with it all: the ring cycle, the taxing of spirit, the cost of forms, subway fare. There
was a young woman Audrey had kept seeing at the main desk asking questions. She was a nurse
at Methodist; Audrey knew because she was still in her scrubs. She explained how she walked
from Ingersoll Houses, down the stretch of Myrtle to Jay Street to get here. Now she had to walk
to Atlantic Avenue, all the way across the Park to get to work. Audrey had asked what she was
here for.
“My brother did something stupid,” the woman said, almost through closed eyelids, “now
they can evict me and my son cause my name is on the lease.”
Audrey couldn’t afford an attorney but her cousin, Gloria, had a son who was studying for the
bar and worked as a public advocate at a nonprofit. Demetrius was a nervous boy, with hands
like saucers that seemed too large for his wiry frame. He kept adjusting his cuffs when he spoke
to the judge. “Social Security hasn't increased her benefits in years, and with medication, cost-ofliving…”
“It’s still not up to your client to make that decision,” the judge said, which Audrey found
peculiar.
She didn’t pay last month’s due, nor did she care to the month before. Not even the
month before that. She continued writing her checks for her rent-controlled apartment, all for the
same amount as she had before the last increase. The landlord wouldn’t even call somebody
about the ceiling, or the stuff that comes up out of the drains every so often, but asked for extra
dollars more each month. In that regard, yes, she was guilty.
When they filed out of the courtroom, Demetrius turned to her to apologize.
“It's alright baby," Audrey said and shrugged. "What can you do?”
“If I can get them to give us another day,” he said, holding open the door for her.
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The sun was hardly over the other side of the East River, laboring over the skyline,
peeking through the alleys and streets. She waved the young man away and caught the subway
back down to Flatbush, flipping through the New York Post.
She got off at her stop and walked toward her building. There were women her age
gathered by the corner, dressed in polished leather flats and church hats, Watchtower pamphlets
in hand. The ladies who ran the tenant association sat outside on the sidewalk, gossiping in beach
chairs. Their husbands played dominos out front the bodegas, or tuned their cars up in their
driveways. They would be out there until dusk, drinking cold beer across from the park.
When Audrey finally closed the door behind her, she dropped her bags and removed her
clothes. She turned the kettle on. She let the silence wash over, looking out the window as light
strained through the blinds. Shadows moved across the apartment walls.
Where are you going to go? She asked Virgil. He sat in an armchair across the room,
grunting at something only he could see.
Are you going to stay here?
Still no answer.
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